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ABSTRACT 
We are concerned with the behavior of the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue A~0 "~ 
(A~ "~) of an (n + 1) X (n + 1) Hermitian Toeplitz matrix T~(f) where f is an 
integrable real-valued function. Kac, Murdoch, and Szeg5, Widom, Patter, and R. H. 
Chan obtained that A}~ 0 - rain f = O(1/n 2k) in the case where f ~ C zk, at least 
locally, and f - in f f  has a zero of order 2k. We obtain the same result under the 
second hypothesis alone. Moreover we develop a new tool in order to estimate the 
extreme igenvalues of the mentioned matrices, proving that the rate of convergence 
of A~ ~ to in f f  depends only on the order p (not necessarily even or integer or finite) 
of the zero of f - inf f. With the help of this tool, we derive an absolute lower bound 
for the minimal eigenvalues of Toeplitz matrices generated by nonnegative L1 
functions and also an upper bound for the associated Euclidean condition numbers. 
Finally, these results are extended to the case of Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices 
with Toeplitz blocks generated by a bivariate integrable function f. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix T~ is said to be Toeplitz if its entries are 
constant along each diagonal, that is, T,-- -(ai ,  j) = (ai_j), i , j  = 0 . . . . .  n. 
Such matrices arise in many fields of application [1, 12]: probability theory 
and statistics, signal processing, differential and integral equations, Markov 
chains, Pad~ approximation, etc. Of  particular interest in these areas are the 
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determinant and the distribution of the eigenvalues of finite sections of an 
infinite Toeplitz matrix. 
In this paper we want to analyze the extreme eigenvalues of a Toeplitz 
matrix related to a real integrable function f (the generating function) 
defined on [ - 7r, 7r] and extended periodically on R. We denote by T,(f) the 
Toeplitz matrix whose coefficients a k, k = 0, _ 1 . . . . .  + n, are the Fourier 
coefficients of f ,  i.e., 
1 Ir x) e-ikx i 2 
ak = ~ L J (  dx, = - 1. 
As a_ k = ak, we have that T,(f) is Hermitian. 
The spectral properties of T.(f) are well understood by considering its 
generating function: two main results due to Grenander and Szeg/5 [6] and to 
Tyrtyshnikov and Zamarashkin [19] are recalled here (we denote by ess in f f  
and ess sup f the essential minimum and the essential maximum of f ,  i.e., the 
infimum and the supremum of f up to within zero-measure sets, respectively 
[6]). 
THEOREM 1.1. If )t (") ~< h(1 ") ~< --" ~< h (") are the eigenvalues ofTn(f), 
then for every F ~ C[mf, My], my = ess in f f ,  My = ess sup f ,  the relation 
'z Ds: hm - F(A~ ")) = F( f (x) )dx  n~C¢ n i=0  -T r  
holds. In particular, for f Riemann-integrable, thesets of values 
tl)t(")l", j,*o and f -T r+ n+l  ,=0 
are equally distributed [6, 19]. 
THEOREM 1.2. The spectrum of Tn(f) is contained in (my, Mf); more- 
over l im,_.~ A (~) = my and l im,_.~ A (') = My. 
In this paper we present new linear algebra tools to evaluate the rate of 
convergence of A(0 n) to my (and A (n) to My). By using these tools we present 
new asymptotic results and we extend some results of Kac, Murdoch, and 
Szeg5 [9], Parter [10], Widom [20], and R. H. Chan [2]. 
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The hypotheses required by these authors ( f  E C[R] f3 C2k[I], where I 
is a neighborhood of zero) impose severe restrictions which may be hard to 
verify or may even be unsatisfied in some areas of application such as 
prediction theory of stationary processes and signal processing, where f is 
viewed as a spectral density of a stationary stochastic process [12]. 
Actually, in the fundamental book [6, p. 171] the spectral density function 
is defined as Lebesgue integrable and nonnegative: consequently the regular 
case is just a special one. In this paper we remove the strong restriction of 
regularity and we obtain a general result for the extreme eigenvalues of 
T,(f), f being an L I [ -  7r, ~-] function. 
We recall that another limitation, mentioned in [12], is the possibility that 
f - my has more than one zero: the assumption of uniqueness i  also used in 
the proof of the results of [9]. Recently the presence of several global minima 
has been analyzed in [17], obtaining similar asymptotic results for this 
degenerate case. 
Finally we remark that the results are for the minimum eigenvalue of 
T,(f); of course, for the maximum eigenvalue it is sufficient o consider the 
minimum eigenvalue of T , ( - f ) .  
The paper is organized in a simple way. In the following subsection we 
explain some classical relations between Toeplitz matrices and stationary 
processes. In Section 2 we present he new techniques for analyzing the 
extreme spectral properties of Toeplitz matrices. In Section 3 we discuss 
some applications and consequences; by the way, we also obtain an absolute 
lower bound for the minimal eigenvalue of a generic matrix T,(f) with 
nonnegative f ~ L 1 having essential zeros not everywhere dense. Finally, in 
Section 4 we treat the block case. 
1.1. Stationary Processes and Toeplitz Matrices 
Let Yt be a real-valued process [13] and t a scalar parameter. Then we 
say [7] that Yt is stationary in the strict sense if the stochastic variables 
Yt t . . . . .  Yt~ have the same joint probability distribution as the variables 
Ytl+h,..., Ytm+h 
for all m, t 1 . . . . .  t m and for every value h. This means that the simultaneous 
distribution depends only upon the time parameter differences tI - t  2, 
t 1 - t 3, and so on; we observe that this shift-independence property recalls 
the Toeplitz structure. In some contexts (see for instance [7]) one meets 
processes that are not strictly stationary but have the weaker property that the 
mean-value function is identically constant and the covariance function {rs, t} 
depends only upon the difference s - t, that is, rs, t = rs_ t (again a Toeplitz 
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structure). It is possible to prove [7] that there exists a unique nondecreasing 
function F(x)  for which 
7r  
r n = £ e -inx dF(x ) .  
qr  
In addition, since the process is real-valued, we have that r t = r t and 
consequently the distribution of the spectrum is symmetric around zero or, 
equivalently, the covariance matrix has a Toeplitz form, is symmetric, and is 
generated by f (x )  = F ' (x) .  More precisely, the function f (x )  is the spectral 
density of the process and is therefore clearly nonnegative. In the context of 
the linear prediction of stationary processes we recall that the extreme 
spectral properties of the class of Toeplitz matrices generated by f are useful 
for evaluating the error of such a prediction [6, 8, 12]. 
Now, in order to understand the analytic haracterization f the density 
function f ,  we briefly discuss the composition of the function F. Following 
[7, 13] we have that 
V(x)  = Fo( ) + 5(x )  + 
where F a is absolutely continuous, Fj is a step function, and F, is a 
continuous function that is constant almost everywhere. In the cases that one 
usually meets in practice the singular part /7, is absent: if F = F a, then the 
integrated spectrum consists entirely of the absolutely continuous component, 
and the corresponding process is said to have a purely continuous pectrum 
[13]. Therefore in this case we need only assume that f (x )  is Lebesgue- 
integrable, even if often this function exhibits tronger egularity features. 
A specific example of a process with only integrable density function can 
be obtained in the following way [7]: let Yt, t ~ (-- :c,  oe), be a weakly 
stationary process with a spectral density f(x).  In many cases it is not possible 
or convenient to observe Yt for each t, but only at some points t v. If these 
are chosen as lattice points t~ = vh, we say that Yt has been sampled 
periodically. Denoting the covariance of the new process by {r~. h}, we find 
that the new spectral density is fh (x)  with 
fh(  X ) = -~ _ h ' x 
We observe that the sum of the previous expression converges, for almost 
every x ~ [ -  7r, 7r ], to a Lebesgue-integrable function which, in general, is 
not continuous. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
Without loss of generality and for the sake of simplicity we suppose that 
ess in f f  = in f f  and esssup f = supf: here essinff  is the infimum of the 
function f up to zero-measure s ts and, analogously, ess sup f is the supre- 
mum of f up to zero-measure s ts. In the case where this assumption is not 
verified it is possible to define f* in the following way: 
( f (x )  
f * ( x ) = l ess inf f 2 ess sup f 
if ess sup f >~ f ( x ) >1 essinf f ,  
otherwise. 
Since, from the definition of ess inf and ess sup [6], 
{x ~ [ -~ ' ,  7r] : f (x )  > esssupforess in f f>f (x )}  
has Lebesgue measure qual to zero, it is trivial to verify that the Fourier 
coefficients of f and f *  coincide and consequently 
T. ( f )  = T.( f*) ,  n = O, 1 . . . . .  
Therefore, throughout the paper, for the sake of notational simplicity, we use 
this equivalence between a generic L 1 function and its * version: then, when 
we write nonnegative, nonzero, inf, sup, etc., we mean essentially nonnega- 
tive, essentially nonzero, essinf, ess sup, etc.; finally, when we consider 
equality or inequality among functions, we are thinking that these relations 
are valid up to zero-measure s ts. 
Now, in order to describe how fast the minimum eigenvalue of Tn(f) 
converges to m f, we extend the following result proved in [3] under the 
assumption of continuity of the generating functions. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {T,(g)}, ~/r, {T,(f)}n ~r  be two sequences of positive 
definite Toeplitz matrices generated by two nonnegative integrable function f 
and g ( f , g not identically zero). Then for any n 
Tn(g)-~Tn(f) 
has eigenvalues in the open interval (r, R) where r = inf ( f /g)  and R = 
sup(f/g). 
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Proof. From the results of[6] we have that T,(g) is a Hermitian positive 
definite matrix. Moreover T,(g)~l( f )  is similar to T,(g)-X/2T,(f)T,(g)- l /2, 
and consequently any eigenvalue of T,(g) - lT , ( f )  is a real positive number. 
Let A be an eigenvalue of Tn(g)-lTa(f). Then the matrix Ca(A) = T,(f)  
- AT,(g) is singular, and Ca(A) is a Toeplitz matrix generated by ca(x) = 
f (x )  - Ag(x). In view of Theorem 1.2, ca(x) cannot have constant sign, and 
consequently there exist two points xt, x z of [ -  at, 7r] such that 
c (xl) < 0, ca(x2) > 0, 
that is, 
x l ) l  A < 0 and f (x2)  )t > 0. g( 
g(xz) 
Recalling that g is nonnegative, we have 
f (x , )  f (x~)  
r < - - < A < ~ < R .  • 
g(x l )  g(x2) 
Now we can introduce the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f, g be two nonnegative integrable functions on 
[ -  7r, ¢r ] (not identically zero). Then f ~ g if and only if there exist two 
positive constants 0 < A t ~< A z < a¢ such that 
f g 
A1 < g ,y  <A2. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let f ,  g be two nonnegative integrable functions on 
[ - ¢r, 7r] (not identically zero). Then f ~ g if and only if 
f f 
sup-- =~,  inf- -  =r>0.  
g g 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f be a nonnegative integrable function on [ - at, 7r]. 
Then we say that f has a zero of order p in x = x 0 if and only if there exist 
two positive constants 0 < A 1 ~< A 2 < oo such that 
f 
A1 < Ix--x01° <A2 
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holds in a suitable neighbourhood / of  x 0. I f  I = [ -~r ,  7r], then x 0 is also 
the unique zero of f ,  and in this case the definition is equivalent o the 
relation f ~ Ix - x01 p. 
DEFINITION 2.4. I~t  f be a nonnegative integrable functions on 
[ -  "rr, 7r]. Then we say that f has a zero of exponential order in x = x 0 if and 
only if 
f 
inf = 0 
Ix -x01 k 
for each k positive integer and for any neighborhood I of x 0. I f  f has 
unique zero, then the given definition is equivalent o Ix - x01 k ~f  Vk > 0. 
For instance, the function s(x)e -l/Ix-~°l, where s(x) ~ LI[ - 7r, ~r] and 
is (essentially) contained in a positive interval bounded away from zero, shows 
at x = x 0 a zero of exponential order. 
Now we can prove the following result. 
TrlEOI/EM 2.2. Let f, g be two integrable functions on [ -  7r, rr ] satisfy- 
ing the condition f -my ~g-  mg, where my and mg are defined in 
Theorem 1.1. Then 
A~0"~(T,(f)) - mf ~ A~o"~(Tn(g)) - mg, 
that is, the minimal eigenvalue of Tn( f )  tends to mf with the same asymptotic 
speed as the convergence of )t~0n)(T~(g)) to mg. 
Proof. From the hypothesis of equivalence, i.e., f - my ~ g - mg, there 
exist two positive real constants r, R such that 
f -my f -my 
0 < r = i n f ~  ~<R= s u p - -  
g - m~ g - mg 
<~ 00. 
Thus we can apply Theorem 2.1, obtaining that 
r < )~(T~l(g - mg)Tn( f -  my)) < R. 
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Now observe that the spectra of T[ l (g -  mg)T , , ( f -my)  and T~ lie 
(g -mg)T . ( f -  mf)T~ ~/2(g _ rag) are coincident because o f  the similarity 
of the two matrices. Consequently, if we consider the Rayleigh quotient of 
the second matrix, we have 
xnTn( f - mf )x  Vn+'x 
r< <R Vx~ --/:0. 
xUTn(g - mg)x 
Now from [6] we know that 
A~)(T.(f  - my)) = e,, > 0, A(0n)(T.(g -mg) )  = 0. > 0, 
where E n, 0,~ are nonincreasing and vanishing when n tends to ~. 
Let xf, xg be two eigenvectors such that 
Tn( f -  my)xf= IP.nXf, XTXf= 1, 
Tn(g -  mg)xg = Onxg, xffxg = 1. 
Then 
x}tTn(f  - mf )x f  E n e. e. 
r<  = <~ =- -  xyrn(g-m )x s xy o(g-m )x  On 
and e n > rO n. Moreover, 
R> 
= x JSTn( f -mf )x f  e. x~Tn( f -mf )xg  xgTn( f -  mf)Xg >1 =_  
xgZn(g  - mg)xg 0. 0 n On 
and R O~ > e.. 
Hence rO n < e. < ROn, that is, •n ~'~ On where the constants of the 
asymptotical equivalence are r and R. Therefore, the theorem is proved, 
because ,t(o")(T,,(f - my)) = A(on)(Tn(f)) - my and A(on)(T.(g - rag)) = 
A(on)(Tn(g)) - rag. • 
If f and g are such that f -  mf ~ g - m_, by means of the same 
arguments of the previous theorem, it is easy to s~low that 
A(on)(Tn( g) ) - mg = o(a(o"'(T.(f))  - mf ), 
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i.e., l im,_~(0n/e ~) = 0. In other words, the set of all the functions f
L I [ -  ~, 7r] such that f - mf  has a zero of order p is an equivalence class -~v 
with respect o the equivalence relation f~  g if and only if f - rnf ~ g - 
rag, that is, f - mf  and g - -  mg have a zero of the same order p. In this way 
all the Toeplitz matrices Tn having the generating function f in -~v have 
minimal eigenvalue which tends to the infimum mf with the same asymptoti- 
cal rate of convergence depending only on p. 
Now we are ready to generalize a result of Kae, Murdoeh, and Szeg/5 [9], 
Parter [10], Widom [20], and R. H. Chan [2]. These authors discovered that if 
f -  mf  ~ (x - Xo) 2k for some x 0 ~ [ -~ ' ,  zr] and f~ C[R] n C2k[I], for 
some neighborhood I of x 0, then h(0")(T,,(f)) - mf ~ 1 /n  2k. 
We may easily prove the following more general result. 
COROLLARY 2.1. f - mf  ~ (x - Xo) zk, then A~o'0(Tn(f)) - mf ~ 1 /n  2k. 
Proof. The thesis holds for g (x )= (x -x0)  2k [6], which is infinitely 
differentiable. Now, since f -  m r ~ g ,  by using Theorem 2.2 we have 
hto")(T.(f)) - my ~ A(on)(Tn(g)) ~ 1 /n  2k. • 
In addition we have the following 
COROLLARY 2.2. I f  (x - Xo) 2k ~ f - mf  for  every positive integer k 
(i.e., the order of  the zero o f f  - mf  is exponential), then 
Vk~N,  
(1) 
Ato")(T.(f)) - mf = o -~ . 
So we have exponential convergence. 
Proof. It is analogous to the preceding corollary. 
This last result is another generalization f a previous result in [9, 10, 20, 
2]; actually, in these papers a very strong condition of smoothness is required, 
viz., f E C=[ I ]. 
The case where f -  mf  ~ Ix - x01 p, p not being an even number, is 
more difficult. By using the preceding theorems, however, it is possible to 
prove some asymptotic nequalities. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let f be an integrable function with the condition f - 
mf  ~ Ix - Xol p. Then 
A(o")(T.(f)) - mf  = o , 
1 
nU(k + ,, = o(A(o"'(T.(f)  my), 
where k is chosen such that 2k < p < 2(k + 1). 
Proof. It is trivial; we have just to point out that Ix - Xo} 2k - -<f -  mf  ~ 
Ix - Xol ° ~ Ix - x01 ~(k+x). • 
Now, for a generic integrable function f with f -  mf  ~ Ix - x01 p, it is 
worth remarking that the exact asymptotic behavior of 
A(o~)(T.(f)) - my 
is completely understood if we know the asymptotic behavior of A(0")(T.(I x - 
x0[ P)). Moreover, it is easy to prove [6] that for each constant value c the 
eigenvalues of T. ( f (x ) )  and T . ( f (x  + c)) are exactly the same, because 
T. ( f (x ) )  and T . ( f (x  + c)) are similar. So we can reduce the problem to the 
simpler case x 0 = 0. 
Finally, to evaluate the asymptotic rate of convergence of X(o")(Tn(f)) to 
mr, with f-my "~ Ix -  Xo[ o, we have to evaluate A(0")(T.(lxI°)), i.e., its 
speed of convergence to zero. 
On the other hand it is well known that [6] 
min f ]p(ei')12f(x)dx, A(°")(T"(f)) = 2rr p~.~* -~ 
where 9*  ={p(z )= n s ~.5=00~ z , __ i x  n 2 z -  e , Eff=01~41 = 1). Therefore the 
problem of evaluating ~Co")(T.~f)) - mf,  f -  my ~ tx - Xol °, is reduced to 
analyzing the following expression: 
T(n,p,p) = ra in  f~r ]p(ei,~)12[xlPdx" 
p e~* - ~- 
(1) 
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From the preceding results and from numerical experiments performed in [4] 
it seems that 
1 
~(o" ) (L ( Ix l ° )  ) ~ -~7. 
Anyway, to obtain upper bounds to X(0")(T.(lxl o)) it is possible to choose a 
polynomial in ~*  and calculate the integral in (1). 
For example, in the case where r = 1, we consider 
P(e''~) = ~ 1 e ijx e ,~*.  
+ j=o ~n-~ ~ - 
The reason for this choice is very simple: since we are interested in minimiz- 
ing the functional T(n, p, 1) over the set ~* ,  by exploiting the fact that Ixl is 
small in a neighborhood of x = 0 and bigger elsewhere, we consider a 
polynomial having complementary" behavior. The polynomial /~ possesses 
these features: at x = 0 it reaches its maximum value ~/n + 1, while it is very 
small at each point x bounded away from x = 0. Of course, as I x l o, p > 0, 
has the same qualitative behavior, this technique can be applied in the 
general case. In view of this, we evaluate T(n, ~3, 1)/2"rr. It is easy to verify 
that 
2 
T(n,/3, 1) = 
n+l  
fore i(j-k )x x dx, 
j,k=O 
where 
fo lreisX x dx = 
71" 2 
2 
( -  1)'+17ri ( -1 ) '  - 1 
+ 
$ 85 
if s=0,  
otherwise. 
Therefore, 
T(n, /3,1)  = - -  
2 (n + 1)~ ~ 
n+l  2 
+ ~ ( ( -1 )  j -k+l~'i  ( -1 )  j-k - 1 
j,k=O; jok j k + - ( j  - k )  ~ 
)] 
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From the formal expression for y(n, p, p) it follows that y(n,  p, p) is real, so 
the imaginary component in the preceding summation must be zero, whence 
4 1 
v (n ,~, l )  = ~2 E 
n + 1 j-ko,~d ( j  - -k)  ~" 
Moreover, by performing some calculations, we find that 
(n - 1)/e 16 (n - 1)/2 
y(n ,~, l )  = ¢r 2 -8  ~] + ~ ]~ q 
q=O (2q+ 1) 2 n + 1 q=O (2q+ 1) 2. 
But from the Chebyshev expansion of arcsin x, x ~ [ - 1, 1], it is known that 
4 ~ Tzq+l(x) 
arcsin x = - -  
7r q=0 (2q + 1) 2, 
where Tj(x) is the j th  Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. As a conse- 
quence of this fact for x = 1 we find that 
1 ~r 2 
q=O (2q + 1) 2 8 
Therefore 
(n-1)/2 1 ~r 2 o~ 1 ~r 2 
E =- - -  E =- - -  
q=0 (2q + 1) 2 s q=(.+1)/2 (2q + 1) 2 s 
F n , 
where 
1 
9.(~ + 2) 
f~  1 dx<rn  < f( dx . 
(.+1)/2 (2x + 1) 2 n+l)/~ 4x 2 2(n + 1) 
Moreover 
(n -~.,1)/2 q f (~ - 1)/'2 x dx ~ --l°g n 
q=O (2q + 1) ~ "o (2x + 1) ~ 4 
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and finally 
) 4,og  
T(n, /3,1)  =r r2 -8  - r .  + - - + o  
n+l  
4log n o[ log n /. 
n+l  ~n+l ]  
To conclude, we have found that 
21ogn ( logn)  
A(°n}(T'*(Ixl)) <~ 7r(n + 1) + o ~ . 
Therefore, by using the equivalence in Theorem 2.2, for any f such that 
f - m i ~ Ix  - x01 we can say that there exists a constant kf such that 
log n 
a(o~)(Tn(f)) <~ kf n 
For the exponent p ~ (0, 2) it is possible to obtain a more precise 
estimate by using a previous result of Kac, Murdoch, and SzegS: 
THEOREM 2.4 [9]. Let f be a continuous function and p be a real number 
in (0, 2). Let us suppose that gp = f2 /  p verifies the following hypotheses: 
(H1) go - mgp ~ (x - Xo) 2 for some x 0 ~ [ -  7r, ~-]; 
(H2) gp ~ C[R] N C2[I], I being a neighborhood of x o. 
Then the following statements hold: 
1. f (x )  ~ Ix - x01". 
2. a(o~)(T.(f))~ l /n  ~. 
Consequently, in the light of the equivalence in Theorem 2.2, for any 
f ~ LI[ - rr, 7r] such that f - my ~ Ix - x01 P, p ~ (0, 2), we can say that the 
following general relation holds: 
1 
a~)(T . ( f ) )  ~ ~7" 
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In this section we consider the relationships between the rate of conver- 
gence of A~0 n) to zero and the prediction error en in a stationary process, by 
showing how it is possible to obtain information in both directions. By 
following classical results [14], we have that e,, = An/A . 1, Ak being the 
determinant of Tk(f). Therefore, in the light of Lemma 3.1 of [12], it follows 
that 
A~o'O = A(o")(T.(f)) ~ en (2) 
and so the minimal eigenvalue of T.(f) provides a lower bound for the error 
in the estimation. In the following examples we make a more precise analysis. 
Notice that, in the first example, the spectral density f is discontinuous and 
has infinitely many zeros, while, in the second example, the function f has a 
zero of exponential order at x = 0. Therefore, in both cases, the assumptions 
of Kae, Murdoch, and Szeg5 [9] are not fulfilled. 
EXAMPLE 1 (f discontinuous, zero on a interval, and positive elsewhere). 
This first case has been considered and studied in a complete way by 
Rosenblatt [14]. The function f is strictly positive in a closed interval j c I of 
width IJI < 27r and is identically zero elsewhere. He obtains that e,, goes 
exponentially to zero like t" where t is a constant value less than one and 
related to the measure IJI of the interval j :  more precisely, he finds 
In this case, it is interesting that we may obtain information on A (") from 
e n. In fact, since the Hermitian matrix Tn_l(f) is a leading principal 
submatrix of T,(f), by the Cauchy interlace theorem (see [5]) we obtain that 
for j = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. Now by the definition of e. as the ratio of the two 
consecutive determinants and by recalling that A~")(T.(f)) ~ My we deduce 
that 
en (3) 
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The latter inequality can be applied recursively. Therefore, by direct calcula- 
tion, it follows simply that there exist two positive constant values c 1 and c 2 
not depending on n such that for any e ~ (0, t) and n large enough the 
relationship 
clt~(~+l}/" <. A(o ~) K c2t" (4) 
holds with t, = t - e. Observe that here we have used information from the 
theory of stationary processes to find a linear-algebra esult. 
This estimate is interesting because it holds for any nonnegative and 
nonzero function f having as support a closed interval not coinciding with 
I = [ -7r ,  ,rr]. However, the consequences of Equation (4) are even more 
interesting, as stated in the Section 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 2 ( f  with exponential order zero). The spectral density f that 
we consider, represents approximately the theoretical spectrum of a storm- 
generated ocean surface [14, 11]: 
f (x )  =f ix ,a )  = 
f ( - -x )  =f (x ) ,  
e(2X- ~)¢(x) 
cosh[ ¢(x)] ' 
xe  [0, 
where a is a positive parameter and 
cot x 
¢ (x )  =a  9. 
In [14, 12] it is observed that 
f (  x) ~ 21sin xle -a'rr/Ixl 
and so f (x )  has a zero at x = 0 of exponential order and is positive 
elsewhere (my = 0 < Mf). In [14], by virtue of the Szeg5 theory of the 
orthogonal polynomials, Rosenblatt concludes that e,, is asymptotic to n -a, 
and Pourahmadi [12], by using the relation (2), deduces that A~0 n~ = O(n-a). 
Here, by taking into account the results of the preceding sections, we may 
dramatically refine these results: 
(i) In the light of Corollary 2.2, we have that A~0 '  goes to zero much 
faster than n -a. In particular, it has exponential behavior, since we have 
A~o n~ = o(n -zk) for any positive integer k. Moreover, the asymptotic behavior 
of e, suggests that A~0 ") behaves like e -ha. 
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(ii) By virtue of the equivalence in Theorem 2.2., we know that, for any 
function g which is asymptotic to f ,  we may deduce the same behavior of the 
minimal eigenvalue. Then this is/L tool to analyze the prediction error when 
we consider spectral densities which are asymptotic to f .  
Observe that in [12], the author was "a bit surprised" that A(0 ") goes to 
zero. As shown in Section 2, due to the equivalence in Theorem 2.2, this is 
not surprising: the extreme behavior of the spectrum depends only on how 
fast f (x ) -  mf goes to zero as x goes to the minimum point x 0, the 
regularity of f being not meaningful in the context of these asymptotic 
results. 
3.1. How Fast Can the Minimal Eigenvalue Go to Zero? 
In this subsection we derive a surprising and powerful result that estab- 
lishes that a Lebesgue-integrable function f which is nonnegative and not 
essentially zero (positive at least in an open interval) generates a sequence of 
Toeplitz matrices {T,(f)} whose minimal eigenvalue cannot go to zero faster 
than s,~,,-1)/2 with s < 1 and related to the measure of the set where the 
function f essentially vanishes. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g be a Lebesgue-integrable function that is essentially 
nonnegative and nonzero. Let us suppose that there exists 8 for which the set 
{x ~ I : f (x )  > 8} essentially contains (a,  1~) for some a < ~. Then there 
exists a positive constant c = c, such that 
}t(on)(Zn( g)) ~ cte n(n+l)/2, 
where t, is the value appearing in (4). 
Proof. From the hypothesis, it follow that there exists a positive value 6 
and an interval J*(8) contained in I and with positive width in which g is 
essentially greater than 8, and g is nonnegative elsewhere. 
We choose the function f as the characteristic function of the interval 
J*(8) and we apply Theorem 2.2. Therefore, by construction of f ,  it follows 
that 0 ~< r ~< R = 1/8. Since R is bounded, we deduce that the minimal 
eigenvalue of Tn(g) is greater than a -1 times the minimal eigenvalue of 
T,(f) ,  and in the light of the inequalities in (4) it follows that 
A(on)(Tn(g)) >t a-lclt~(n+ 1)/2, 
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where, in the light of the analysis in [14], t, = sin2(s/4) - ~. Here s is the 
length of the interval J*(8),  which is positive from the assumption that the 
essential zeros of g are not everywhere dense. • 
To conclude, we find that O(t n~" ÷ 1~/2) is an absolute lower bound for the 
minimal eigenvalue A~on)(Tn(f)) of any nonnegative and nonzero function 
f ~ L ~ whose set of essential zeros is not everywhere dense. 
However, since f ~ L 1, by applying the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [15] 
we easily find that the Fourier coefficients ak of f are vanishing for k ~ oo. 
Therefore, each row of Tn(f) has 1-norm bounded by o(n), and so each 
eigenvalue of Tn(f) is upper-bounded by o(n). This means that the Eu- 
clidean condition number k2(n) of Tn(f) should be upper-bounded as 
follows: 
k2(n)  = o n 
J 
4. THE BLOCK TOEPLITZ CASE 
Let f(x,  y) be an integrable real function defined on the square Q = 
[ -7r ,  7r] 2 and extended periodically on R2; we define the Fourier coeffi- 
cients of f as 
1 
ak. q = 4~r2 fpf(  X, y)e -i(kx+qy) dxdy, k, q ~ Z. (5) 
We denote by Ta.m(f) the (n + 1) × (n + 1) block Toeplitz matrix with 
(m + 1) × (m + 1) Toeplitz blocks whose coefficients are defined by (5). If 
(j, k) indicates the block in the matrix A ..... and (p, q) the position of the 
entry in the block, then we have 
An,m)( j , k ) (p ,q )  = ak_ j ,  q p 
for j ,  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  n, p ,q  = 0,1 . . . . .  m. 
It is a simple matter to verify that T,,. re(f) is Hermitian, so the spectrum 
is real. As in the scalar case, we suppose, without loss of generality, that 
inf f = ess in f f  and sup f = ess sup f .  In [16] the following results are proved. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If f :  Q -o R is a real-valued integrable function (not 
identically constant), then the eigenvalues of Tn, re(f) lie in the open interval 
(my, My), my = infQ f,  My = supQ f. 
Moreover, for the minimum eigenvalue a(o ~' m)(T,, m( f)) and the maximum 
eigenvalue a{~'+~m + t)- t(T., re(f)) the following relations hold: 
lim A?'"°(T,~,. ,( f))  --- my, lim ~t(n'm) " ' (n+ IXrn  + 1) -  l(Tn, re(f))  = My. 
n,  m ----~ oo j~,/71 ---+ oc 
A block version of Theorem 2.1 holds: 
THEOREM 4.2 [16]. Let {T,.,,(f)} ..... ~:r,{T,,,n(g)},,,,~r be two se- 
quences of block Toeplitz positive definite matrices generated by two nonnega- 
tive integrable functions f and g ( f, g not identically zero). Then 
r,,,m(g)-'L ,n(f) 
has eigenvalues in the open interval (r, R), where 
f (x ,  y) f (x ,  y) 
r= in f - -  and R = sup 
Q g(x ,y )  Q g(x ,y )  
So, by using the same arguments as in the previous ections, we can state 
the following properties (see also [18] for further extensions): 
(i) f -  mf ~ g - rn g implies that 
A(on"~)(T,,m(f)) - mf ~ A(on'm)(Tn, m(g)) -- rag. 
(ii) f -  mf ~ g -- mg implies that 
a('*' "O( T,,,m( g ) ) -mg = o(2t('~'m)(T,,,,,~(f)) - mf ). 
Now we present an example of application of these results. Let us 
evaluate the minimal eigenvalue of 
r,,m( (x - ,~/2) 2 + (y  - ~ /2)  2 + 1). (6) 
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Since the matrices T,, m(f(x, y)) and Tn, m(f(x + ci, y + c2)) are similar for 
any choice of the constants c1 and c2, we consider the matrix 
T,,m(X 2 + yZ + 1). 
Now we take the discrete 2-dimensional Laplace operator 
An,  m = tr idiag.+~[- 1,2, -1 ]  ® Im+t + I .+l ® tr id iag, .+l[ -1,2,  -1 ] ;  
we know that the eigenvalues of A m are 
ej, k =4s in  e 2 (n+ 2) + 4sin ~ 2(m+ 2) 
fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  n + 1, k = 1 . . . . .  m+ 1. 
Moreover, An,  m = T,,m(4 sine(x/2) + 4 sin2(y/2)), and therefore, 
defining f= x 2 + y2 + 1, g = 4sin2(x/2) + 4 sin2(y/2), we find that f -  
1 ~ g; more precisely, we have 
f -  1 ~r 2 
l~<- -~<- -  
g 4 
Finally, by means of the equivalence theorem we obtain that the minimal 
eigenvalue of the matrix in (6) is 1 + On. m, where 
el, 1 < On, m < 7r2el.1/4, 
1 1 
m m 
i.e., 0,,,~ n2 + m2. 
As a more general result, concerning the class of functions considered in 
[16], we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f ~ C2[Q], and Hf be the Hessian off. We suppose 
that (x o, Yo) is the only minimum of f  in Q and that the Hessian Hf is 
positive definite in ( Xo, Yo). Then 
1 1 
a(o"'m)(T.,m(f)) -mf  ~ -~ + m---g. 
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Proof. It is an easy consequence ofTheorem 4.2. 
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Obviously, we may extend this result by observing that, for any f ~ LI[Q] 
such that f -  mf ~ g - mg with g verifying the assumption of the last 
theorem, we find again that A~on'm)(Tn, m( f ) ) -  my ~ l /n2+ 1 /m 2. The 
proof of this fact can be found simply by referring to Theorem 2.2. 
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